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The Best Damn Windows Server 2003 Book PeriodSyngress Publishing, 2004
In keeping with past trends, full migration to this latest Microsoft Server Operating System will begin in earnest 12 months after its release, in mid-to-late 2004. This book hits the market just as large enterprises begin the process of moving from Windows 2000 Server to Windows Server 2003. The title says everything you need to know about this...
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The Future of Mobile Communications: Awaiting the Third GenerationPalgrave Macmillan, 2002
The aim of this book is to investigate the prospects for mobile communications in the new millennium. In effect, this boils down to a key issue: Will the so-called third generation of mobile (alternatively, wireless or cellular) technology turn out to be a success or a failure? This is no minor issue since telecommunications is one of the...
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Planning for Survivable NetworksJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
Keep your network safe from security disasters with a dependable recovery strategy
Companies are finally learning that a network disaster recovery plan is mandatory in these times, and they must be prepared to make difficult choices about network security.      

In the information-packed pages of this book, Annlee Hines shares her...
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Pro Microsoft Speech Server 2007: Developing Speech Enabled Applications with .NETApress, 2007
Microsoft Speech Server is becoming increasingly popular. There are three primary components developers wanting to develop speech applications need to be familiar with: the Speech SDK, Telephony, and ASP.NET server controls. Each of these can be used independently, but in many cases, all three need to be used to build truly compelling applications....
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Fundamentals of TelecommunicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 1999

	Demystifying the technology of telecommunications: a guided tour for the non-engineer

	

	This book provides an easy-to-understand introduction to the complex technical world of telecommunications. From bandwidth to data transfer protocol to PSTN, ISDN, PCS, or ATM-widely respected telecommunications expert and author Roger L....
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The Inside Text: Social, Cultural and Design Perspectives on SMS (The Computer Supported Cooperative Work Series)Springer, 2005
Mobile phones and the short-text messaging service (SMS or “text”) in particular
are new social phenomena, much marvelled at and much commented upon (See
Brown et al, 2002; Katz & Aakhus, 2002; Ling, 2004). This success is said to be
because mobiles allow new levels of micromanagement in an age of fraught and...
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Fundamentals of Wireless CommunicationCambridge University Press, 2005
Wireless communication is one of the most vibrant areas in the communication
field today. While it has been a topic of study since the 1960s,
the past decade has seen a surge of research activities in the area. This is
due to a confluence of several factors. First, there has been an explosive
increase in demand for tetherless...
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Cisco Network Design Solutions for Small-Medium BusinessesCisco Press, 2004
Maximize the potential of your small-medium business network  with effective design solutions that cover network security, IP telephony,  unified communications, wireless networks, and CRM.

	
    Design and implement effective network solutions by mastering  the design process that is used by...
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Oracle 10g RAC Grid, Services & ClusteringDigital Press, 2006
Oracle RAC and grid technology is transforming the economics of high-end database computing and is a technology that all Oracle professionals should become familiar with.  Murali is one of the worlds foremost independent experts on Oracle RAC technology and his book contains everything you need to become proficient in both the theory and practice...
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Android Wireless Application Development (2nd Edition) (Developer's Library)Addison Wesley, 2010

	Android™ Wireless Application Development  Second Edition


	 


	Lauren Darcey


	Shane Conder


	 


	The start-to-finish guide to Android application...
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Understanding Telephone Electronics, Fourth Edition (Newnes)Newnes, 2001
Covers conventional telephone fundamentals!  Explores how telephone systems operate and how digital electronics replace them.  "Introduces state-of-the-art speech circuits, dialing, ringing, and central office electronics. Dissects modems and digital transmission techniques. Studies microcomputers and cellular phones. Helps readers increase...
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Enhydra XMLC Java Presentation DevelopmentSams Publishing, 2002
Enhydra XMLC Java Presentation Development is written for computer professionals, with a special focus on application architects, Java Web application developers, and those who are just ramping up on Java and are excited about immersing themselves into Web application development. 

Taking a task view wherever possible, this book is...
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